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**NICE**
National Institute for Health and Care Excellence

---

**Most recent guidance published:**

Barnett Continent Intestinal Reservoir (modified continent ileostomy) to restore continence after colon and rectum removal [IPG642]

---

**Other Guidance/Reports**

Diagnosis and management of acute lower gastrointestinal bleeding: guidelines from the British Society of Gastroenterology

_Gut_

---

**Cochrane Library**
Systematic Reviews and Research Protocols

Antibiotics for induction and maintenance of remission in Crohn's disease

Dietary interventions for induction and maintenance of remission in inflammatory bowel disease

---

**Systematic reviews from other sources**

Increasing adenoma detection rates in the right side of the colon comparing retroflexion with a second forward view: a systematic review

_Gastrointestinal Endoscopy_

---
Effect of once-only flexible sigmoidoscopy screening on the outcomes of subsequent faecal occult blood test screening
Journal of Medical Screening

What every endoscopist should know about decontamination
Frontline Gastroenterology

British society of gastroenterology Endoscopy Quality Improvement Programme (EQIP): overview and progress
Frontline Gastroenterology

Training in therapeutic endoscopy: meeting present and future challenges
Frontline Gastroenterology

Timing of endoscopy for acute upper gastrointestinal bleeding in North West England: Results from a multicentre trainee-led network
United European Gastroenterology Journal

Rapid review of factors associated with flexible sigmoidoscopy screening use
Preventive Medicine

Drug-Induced Sleep Endoscopy and Surgical Outcomes: A Multicenter Cohort Study
Sleep Medicine

Single slide assessment: A highly effective cytological rapid on-site evaluation technique for endobronchial and endoscopic ultrasound-guided fine needle aspiration
Cytopathology

Acceptability, Accuracy, and Safety of Disposable Transnasal Capsule Endoscopy for Barrett’s Esophagus Screening
Clinical Gastroenterology and Hepatology

Comparative outcomes in patients with ulcer- vs non-ulcer-related acute upper gastrointestinal bleeding in the United Kingdom: a nationwide cohort of 4474 patients
Alimentary Pharmacology and Therapeutics

Two-month follow-up evaluation of a cancer awareness training workshop (“Talk Cancer”) on cancer awareness, beliefs and confidence of front-line public health staff and volunteers
Preventive Medicine Reports

Factors affecting adenoma detection rate in a national flexible sigmoidoscopy screening programme: a retrospective analysis
The Lancet Gastroenterology & Hepatology

An unusual case of a completely eroded gastric band and port tubing removed via endoscopy alone
Royal College of Surgeons

Colorectal trainees in the UK struggle to meet JAG certification standards in colonoscopy by the end of their training
Colorectal Disease

The Cambridge experience with buried bumpers
Journal of Pediatric Surgery

Transmission of MDR Pseudomonas aeruginosa between two flexible ureteroscopes and an outbreak of urinary tract infection: the fragility of endoscope decontamination
Endoscopic resection of colorectal circumferential and near-circumferential laterally spreading lesions: outcomes and risk of stenosis
International Journal of Colorectal Disease

Barrett’s oesophagus: A qualitative study of patient burden, care delivery experience and follow-up needs
Health Expectations

Cap polyposis in children: case report and literature review
International Journal of Colorectal Disease

Rates of Duodenal Biopsy During Upper Endoscopy Differ Widely Between Providers: Implications for Diagnosis of Celiac Disease
Journal of Clinical Gastroenterology

Clinical significance of colorectal polyp detection on colonoscopy insertion
United European Gastroenterology Journal

Performance measures for endoscopy services: A European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE) quality improvement initiative
United European Gastroenterology Journal
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